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Abstract— The landing on carrier is a very difficult task
even for trained pilots. This paper presents a method to land
automatically using aircraft sensors and three visual features
inspired by visual cues used by pilots. These features whose
link with the aircraft state is established, are introduced in a
control scheme using a linearized aircraft model. The control
law demonstrates a large convergence domain using simulated
visual features and a 3D tracker applied on synthetic images.

I. INTRODUCTION

Landing on an aircraft carrier is usually considered by

pilots as one of the most difficult exercise, complicated

by visibility conditions, carrier dynamics and small landing

area. In function of visibility conditions, several approaches

toward the carrier are used, as presented in [1]. In our

case, the studied trajectory consists in beginning the descent

at 7.5 km from the carrier and in putting the hook on a

desired descent glide. To ensure landing accuracy, no flare

is performed. Method can be sum up by keeping the descent

rate and angle of attack constant to maintain the aircraft

stability and to prevent it from stall.

Control of landing on carrier is not a new problem. It

was studied using classical sensors as radar or relative GPS

[2], which determine the error wrt a reference trajectory and

correct it using a control law that can be optimal [3] or

robust [4]. Some prediction model of the carrier dynamics is

implemented in [3] to improve the control.

Visual features used during the landing by the pilot were

studied for several decades for cognitive and safety aspects.

The aim was to understand what features are used by pilots

and to determine their sensibility [5] in order to model the

human reactions and improve the pilot training. [6] presents

a quite complete state of the art of visual features used to

control the aircraft during the alignment, the approach and

the landing. For example, the distance between the vanishing

and the impact points allows pilots to follow the descent

glide. The link between relative pose and visual features is

established considering low angle assumption in [7] and [8].

The landing on carrier was mainly studied under the scope

of aiding systems dealing with the visibility of the optical

landing systems. One of the methods used by naval pilots to

land on carrier is to control its aircraft in order to focus the

glide slope vector present on the Head-Up-Display (HUD) to

a triangle mark on the deck as presented in Fig. 1a. Another
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cue is the angle between the drop line and the deck line that

is used by pilots to align wrt the landing deck (see Fig. 1b).

This feature provides nice decoupling properties because the

segments forming this angle are orthogonal in 3D.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Pilots try to put the HUD velocity vector at the basis of the
triangle mark in order to follow the glide slope; (b) The angle between the
drop and the alignment lines (yellow and dash) provides lateral information

Visual servoing allows the control of a dynamic system

using visual features as inputs. Features can be the estimated

pose by vision (3D features) or point coordinates or line

angles in the image (2D features). Classical visual servoing

is well defined for six DOF robot controlled in velocity [9].

This is not the case of aircrafts, which are non-holonomic and

under-actuated systems and are not directly controllable in

velocity. Visual servoing was used in previous works to land

on static runway [10][11][12]. At the authors knowledge, it

was never used for landing on a moving deck.

In order to design a control law, most of the works

model the aircraft as linearized in the space state during

the approach or alignment phase of landing. The difference

between these works relies on the choice of the features

and on the kind of controller. [10][13][11] and [14] use as

image features the vanishing point and the composition of

angles of the projected runway lines. This set of features

presents good decoupling properties. [12] uses as visual

feature an homography matrix that is the transformation

between two images representing the same planar scene.

Non linear control scheme using aircraft sensors (Inertial

Measurement Unit, Pitot tubes) and camera is studied in [15].

Features are expressed in Plücker coordinates and used to

build a centroid vector that is used as input of the control law.

In order to improve aircraft behavior, [11] takes into account

aircraft dynamics by modifying the desired features along the

aircraft trajectory. In order to be robust to the wind, classical

proportional integral scheme is applied in [10][14][12] and

a wind estimator is built in [15].

This paper presents a new set of three visual features

for the landing on aircraft carrier: the x-coordinate of the

vanishing point, the distance in the image between the



vanishing and impact points, and the angle between deck

axis and its width. The second and third features have

never been used before. A classical control scheme based

on a linearized aircraft model of the Rafale allows the

carrier landing even when it moves. Whereas some desired

features used in [11][14][12] are varying along the glide and

need some external information to be computed, our desired

features remain constant during the task and they are defined

in function of the desired glide. Images are provided by

the Damocles designation and recognition pod from Thales

Optronics [1]. It is located under the aircraft on its right-

side and has two fields-of-view (1 and 4◦) and has Roll-Tilt

degrees of freedom. This imaging sensor is well suited for

this application because the detection and tracking has to be

effected in wide space [1]. Other sensors embedded on the

aircraft can be used as Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU).

Moreover, the method is independent of GPS and landing

aids systems presented in [1].

The paper is organized as follow: modeling of the aircraft

is described in Section II, visual features are investigated

in Section III. Using the control law defined in Section IV,

simulation results are presented in Section V.

II. MODELING

A. Aircraft model

This section presents the different frames involved, nota-

tions and the aircraft dynamics linearized model.
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Fig. 2. Frames and velocities

Fo, Fb and Fc are respectively a fixed reference, aircraft

and camera frames, as presented in Fig. 2. Fd corresponds

to the deck frame, along which the impact frame Fi is

located on the x-axis with the same orientation than Fd.

Pitch and roll orientation of the carrier are not taken into

account in this study. The pose vector of the aircraft in Fi

is defined by P = (p,Φ) = (X,Y, Z, φ, θ, ψ), where the

orientation Φ is represented using Euler angles [16]. The

aircraft velocity screw in the aircraft frame Fb is defined

by vb = (υb, ωb) = (u, v, w, p, q, r), whose three first and

last components are respectively linear and rotational parts.

Both velocity screw vb and orientation Φ are provided by

the Inertial Measurement Unit. V and α are respectively

the aerodynamics velocity and the angle of attack and are

provided by pitot tubes. Y , Z and ψ can be related to visual

information. Assuming flat-earth hypothesis (neglecting the

accelerations produced by the Earth rate), some kinematics

relations can be derived using the Direct Cosine Matrix

BB and the attitude propagation matrix ξ [16], respectively

defined by:
{

Φ̇ = ξ(Φ) ωb

ṗ = BT
B υb

(1)

Considering classical small φ and ψ angles, and low move-

ment assumption, which is respected for the flight phase, the

model is linearized at an equilibrium flight configuration:

BB =





cθ0 0 −sθ0
0 1 0
sθ0 0 cθ0



 ; ξ−1 =





1 0 −sθ0
0 1 0
0 0 cθ0



 (2)

where θ0 is the trim value of the aircraft pitch for this flight

configuration. cθ0 = cos θ0 and sθ0 = sin θ0.

Aircraft dynamics is defined by a non-linear model [16].

A classical method to study a system in order to design

a control scheme is to consider a linearization point. For

this trim point, longitudinal and lateral motion (respectively

defined with lg and lt subscripts) are supposed decoupled:
[

˙̃xlg

˙̃xlt

]

=

[

Alg 0

0 Algt

] [

x̃lg

x̃lt

]

+

[

Blg 0

0 Blgt

] [

ũlg

ũlt

]

(3)

where x̃lg =
(

Ṽ , α̃, θ̃, q̃, Z̃
)

and x̃lt =
(

p̃, r̃, φ̃, ψ̃, Ỹ
)

. x̃ and ũ express the variations of the

state x and the inputs u around the linearization point defined

by x0 and u0 as x̃ = x − x0 and ũ = u − u0.

As many modern aircrafts, fly-by-wire augmentation sta-

bility systems control the aircraft. Thus, longitudinal and

lateral control inputs, ulg and ult are respectively the

commanded normal acceleration azc
, the throttle τ and the

commanded roll-rate pc.

B. Camera

The orientation of the camera is fixed in the aircraft frame

and is equal to:

cRb =





0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0









cθc 0 −sθc

0 1 0
sθc 0 cθc



 (4)

with θc = −θ0 + δ0 is the tilt angle of the camera, where

δ0 = − tan−1 Z0

X0
is the glide slope angle to the impact

point (δ0 is about -4◦). X0 and Z0 are longitudinal and

altitude distances in Fi at the linearization point. This camera

orientation allows to implicitly center the impact point of the

carrier in the image all along the desired landing trajectory.

III. VISUAL FEATURES

As presented in Section I, visual features choose as inputs

of the control scheme for the autonomous landing, rely on

visual cues used by pilots. Proposed visual features s are

represented on Fig. 3. To control the longitudinal motion,

the distance ly is well adapted because it is representative

of the angle δ between impact point and horizon line as

presented on Fig. 4. ly corresponds to the distance between

the vanishing and the impact points along the y-axis of

the image. In order to maintain a constant glide slope, ly
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Fig. 3. Features ly , xf and θr in a general configuration

has to be regulated to a constant desired value which is

approximately equal to the desired glide angle.

In order to align to the deck, the x-axis position of

the vanishing point xf (commonly used in [10][13][11])

and the angle θr are used. The angle θr is defined by

two orthogonal segments belonging to the deck plane. Both

provide information related to the cap and lateral position

between carrier and aircraft. For example, configuration of

Fig. 3 lets think that the camera is placed at the left of the

deck alignment line and is not oriented in the deck axis.

At the authors knowledge, we recall that features ly and

θr were never used before in visual servoing to land on static

or moving runway, while we will see they allow obtaining

satisfactory results.

A. Visual features modeling

The relation between the camera velocity vc (expressed

in the camera frame Fc) and visual features s is defined by

the interaction matrix Ls [9]:

ṡ = Ls vc (5)

with the well-known form for an image point:

Lx =

[

Lx

Ly

]

=

[

−1

Z
0 x

Z
xy −(1 + x2) y

0 −1

Z
y
Z

1 + y2 −xy −x

]

(6)

where x, y, Z are respectively the x and y coordinates of

the point in the image and the depth of the 3D point in the

camera frame. The interaction matrix of the vanishing point

corresponds to equation (6) considering Z tends to infinity,

leading to invariance wrt any translational motion.

In the general case, the interaction matrix of a segment

orientation θ = tan−1( y1−y2

x1−x2
) (using coordinates of points

x1 and x2) is defined by:

Lθ =

















D
l
sθ

−D
l
cθ

−D(xm sθ − ym cθ)/l
−xm s2θ + ym

2
s2θ

xm

2
s2θ − ym c2θ

−1

















T

(7)

where D = 1

Z1
− 1

Z2
, l is the length of the segment and xm

and ym are the coordinates of its middle point.

The three visual features are defined by:

s =
(

ly, xf , θr

)

=
(

yf − yi, xf , θd − θp

)

(8)

where θd and θp are the orientations of projected deck

alignment line and its orthogonal line belonging to the deck

plane at the impact point. From (6), we directly obtain:

Lly =
[

0 1

Zi

−yi

Zi
y2

f − y2
i −xfyf + xiyi −xf + xi

]

(9)

Lxf
=

[

0 0 0 xf yf −(1 + x2
f ) yf

]

(10)

The interaction matrix of the angle θr is obtained from

equation (7) for the two segments respectively defined by

couples of points (i,f ) and (l,r), they are respectively refer-

enced by subscripts d and p:

Lθr
=















Dd
ld

sθd−
Dp
lp

sθp

−Dd
ld

cθd+
Dp
lp

cθp

−Dd(xdm
sθd−ydm

cθd)

ld
+

Dp(xpm sθp−ypm cθp)

lp

−xdm s2θd+
ydm

2 s2θd+xpm s2θp−
ypm

2 s2θp
xdm

2 s2θd−ydm c2θd−
xpm

2 s2θp+ypm c2θp

0















T

(11)

Note that Dd = 1

Zi
since the point f is the vanishing point.

For any configuration of the camera, rotation around the z-

axis has no effect on the feature θr. For other components,

some simplifications appear at the desired configuration.

B. Interaction matrix at the desired configuration

At the desired configuration, the aircraft is located along

its ideal glide slope as presented in Fig. 4 and the camera

is oriented as explained in Section II-B. For this desired

configuration, visual features are given by xi = 0, yi = 0,

xf = 0, θd = π/2, θr = 0, Dp = 0, xdm
= 0, ypm

= 0 and

ld = −yf .
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Fig. 4. Desired configuration for landing

Instantiating (9)(10) and (11), the interaction matrix Ls∗

at desired configuration is given by:

Ls∗ =





0 1

Zi
0 y2

f 0 0

0 0 0 0 −1 yf
−1

|yf | Zi
0 0 0 0 0



 (12)

where Zi and yf are different of zero.

The interaction matrix Ls∗ highlights why these features

are interesting to land. Indeed, ly is closely linked to longitu-

dinal motions υy and ωx whereas xf and θr allow to control

respectively lateral velocity υx and relative cap ωy .



C. From pose to visual features

We now present the link between the aircraft pose and

visual features in order to determine the relation between

them at desired position. The carrier velocity is not taken

into account in this modeling. Using (6), the link between

aircraft velocity vb and time derivative of visual features s

is established by:

ṡ = Ls
cWb vb (13)

where cWb is the velocity screw transformation matrix:

cWb =

[

cRb [ctb]×
cRb

0 cRb

]

(14)

with cRb and ctb are the pose of the aircraft in the camera

frame Fc and [ ]× is the skew matrix expression. For

simplification purpose, ctb is equal to zero (we consider the

camera at the cog of the aircraft).

In order to express the relation with pose derivative, (13)

becomes:

ṡ = Ls
cWb

bWi Ṗ (15)

where bWi is the transformation matrix obtained from (1):

bWi =

[

BB 0

0 ξ−1

]

(16)

Instantiating (15) around the trim point defined in Section

II-A, it leads to:

l̇y = y2
f θ̇ −

s2δ0
2 X0

Ẋ −
c2δ0
X0

Ż (17)

ẋf = (yf cθc − sθc) φ̇− (cδ0 + yf sδ0) ψ̇ (18)

θ̇r =
cδ0

|yf | X0

Ẏ (19)

where cδ0 = cos δ0 and sδ0 = sin δ0.

The link between the derivative of pose and the derivative

of visual features is rewritten as:

ṡ = Js Ṗ (20)

with, considering small angle assumption (cδ0 = 1, sδ0 = 0):

Js ≈

[

0 0 − 1
X0

0 y2
f 0

0 0 0 yf cθc−sθc 0 −1

0 1
|yf | X0

0 0 0 0

]

(21)

Assuming small displacement around a given pose, the

integration of relation (20) leads to:

s̃ = Js P̃ (22)

This constitutes the relation between the pose and the

visual features that will be used in the control law. Visual

features ly , xf and θr are respectively related to altitude,

relative cap and lateral position of the aircraft with respect

to the impact frame.

IV. CONTROL LAW

The objective of the control is to make landing the aircraft

using its internal state measured with the IMU and visual

features provided by the camera.

A. System outputs

States of the aircraft, presented in equation (3) are observ-

able using aircraft sensors and visual measurements. Thus,

longitudinal and lateral outputs are composed by:

ylg =
(

V, α, θ, q, ly
)

(23)

ylt =
(

p, r, φ, xf , θr

)

(24)

and linked to the states by ỹlg = Clg x̃lg and ỹlt = Clt x̃lt

where matrix Clg and Clt are easily obtained from (22):

Clg =

[

I4×4 04×1

0 0 y2
f 0 − 1

X0

]

(25)

Clt =





I3×3 03×2

0 0 yf cθc − sθc −1 0
0 0 0 0 1

|yf | X0



 (26)

Ir×c and 0r×c are respectively Identity and Zeros matrix,

with r and c the number of rows and columns.

B. State feedback control law

As in previous works ([13][11][12][10]), state feedback

is used as control law. As the state is not directly available,

state is expressed using visual features contained in ỹ. Inputs

are computed as follow:
[

ũlg

ũlt

]

= −

[

Klg 0

0 Klt

] [

x̃lg

x̃lt

]

= −

[

KlgC
−1
lg

0

0 KltC
−1
lt

] [

ỹlg

ỹlt

]

(27)

The system is regulated around the point y∗
lg =

(V ∗, α∗, θ∗, 0, l∗y) and y∗
lt = (0, 0, 0, 0,−π/2). It has to be

emphasized that desired state remains constant all along the

descent, which is not the case with previous methods.

State feedback gains Klg and Klt are computed using

optimal LQ method with weighting matrix defined in [16]:

Q = diag(1/x̃2
imax

) (28)

R = diag(1/ũ2
imax

) (29)

In order to simplify the control and demonstrate its ro-

bustness, matrix Clg and Clt are computed for a given X0

corresponding to the mean of the longitudinal difference.

Elements θ∗c and y∗f do not vary along the desired descent.

V. RESULTS

This section presents results of the control law proposed in

the previous section. To demonstrate the control law validity,

it was tested with a simulation software provided by Dassault

Aviation, which contains a realistic non-linear model of the

stabilized aircraft. We consider a moving carrier at 20 kts

(about 10.3 meters per second) with no attitude movement

(this case will be further investigated). The wind is not

considered. As usual, the deck axis of the carrier is oriented

with respect to the carrier axis of an angle of about 7◦. For

the two simulations, desired outputs V ∗, α∗, θ∗ and l∗y are

respectively equal to 67 meters per second, 14 degrees, 10.3

degrees and -0.07 meters.



A. Simulated visual features

Some assumptions are led in this part whose purpose is to

validate the control law. Visual features values are considered

available, there is no image processing step. The aircraft is

initialized near the usual position at about 7 km from the

carrier. Vertical and lateral shift with respect to the ideal

trajectory are respectively equal to 100 and 240 meters;

moreover, a cap difference of 5 degrees is also introduced.

The alignment and landing tasks are performed with a

good behavior as presented on Fig. 5, 6 and 7 which respec-

tively present longitudinal and lateral trajectories, positioning

errors between aircraft and carrier, aircraft angles and visual

features. Considering a far initial position and the carrier

movement, longitudinal and lateral errors (Fig. 6b) decrease

smoothly with angles remaining acceptable for the aircraft.

Indeed, the angle of attack, which is closely linked to the

aircraft stall and stability, is varying very few, and velocity

variation is inferior to 5 m/s. Moreover, lateral angles φ
and ψ remain in the aircraft capabilities, even with a large

initial position error. In the image, the time evolution of

features is smooth. The small jump in the vertical trajectory

at the beginning is due to the fact that, at this moment, the

pitch angle is increasing (Fig. 6a). In the image (Fig. 7),

the segment [if ] evolves far from the desired position, ly is

not invariant to pitch variation as presented in equation (12).

Moreover, the lateral dynamics has an impact on ly since we

consider only the y component. Nevertheless, these couplings

have not a significant effect since the landing is performed

well. Considering that the carrier velocity is not taken into

account, a small tracking error appears (more visible for

lateral error on Fig. 6b). But this error is reduced as the

distance between aircraft and carrier is reduced. Usually,

tracking error remains constant at constant velocity, but using

our visual features, the tracking error converges to zero at

the landing (at the end of the simulation lateral error is equal

to 11 cm). The lateral control is also performed without an

important coupling with longitudinal control. It remains a

small difference in the relative cap ψr of about 1◦(Fig. 6a)

due to the carrier velocity. In the image, it leads to a small

difference for xf and θr (Fig. 7) wrt the desired values.

Considering that the initial position is far from the carrier,

and there is no trajectory following, the control scheme and

the visual features allow to perform alignment and landing

tasks with a compatibility of the aircraft dynamics.

B. Control using a 3D-model based tracker

The control law was tested with a 3D-model based tracker

(presented in [1]) in a simulation environment based on a

high fidelity visualization software. The sampling time of

the loop is set to 50 ms. The tracker provides directly the

estimated pose cM̂d between the deck and the camera. In

this simulation, camera used is the Damocles pod presented

in Section I. Using the estimated pose, the pod tilt and roll

are controlled to center the carrier in the image. Knowing

the Damocles camera orientation and position cMb, the pose

between the aircraft and the deck bMd can be computed. We

then consider a virtual static camera cv whose orientation is
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Fig. 6. (a) Time evolution of angles (in degrees) for longitudinal and lateral
control; (b) Time evolution of vertical and lateral errors (meters) between
the aircraft and the impact point of carrier

defined as in Section II-B and positioned at the cog of the

aircraft, visual features ly , xf and θr are computed using

the pose cvM̂d between the deck and this virtual camera

(we have cvM̂d = cvMb
cM−1

b
cM̂d). To summarize

the method, the visual tracking is done with the swiveling

Damocles camera c whereas the visual control of the aircraft

is performed with a virtual fixed camera cv .

Results using the 3D tracker are presented in Figs. 9 and

8 and in the enclosed video. To take into account the model

based tracker and the camera with a FOV of 4◦, the task

is performed from 3500 meters from the carrier to near the

touch point, and gains of the control law were reduced. In

order to be representative of the operational conditions, the

aircraft is initially shifted of 20 and 35 meters in vertical and

lateral positions. The landing phase is performed by taking

into account all the loop: dynamics, sensors, perception

and control law. As in previous results, the position errors

(Fig. 8c) converge to zero with a damped behavior without

exceeding limitation of angles (Fig. 8b). Of course, measures

of the visual features (Fig. 9c) are noisier due to the image

processing step and it has to be highlighted that no filter

is implemented. Moreover, it has to be emphasized that the

3D-model based tracker succeeds to track the carrier over a

wide variation of the carrier size in the image (see Figs. 9a

and 9b).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

This paper has presented a new set of visual features to

perform automatic landing on aircraft carrier. These features
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Fig. 8. Control with tracker: (a) Aircraft and carrier trajectories; (b) Aircraft
angles (degrees); (c) Vertical and lateral errors (meters)

were linked to the aircraft pose wrt the carrier and a control

scheme was built using a linearized aircraft model. Features

and control law were first tested using simulated visual

features, and then on synthetic images using a 3D model

based tracker. As perspectives, control schemes taking into

account the wind and the carrier velocity will be investigated.

Other projection models, such as spherical projection, will

be also studied.
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